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Introduction
IBM® Industry Models provide an
industry-specific vocabulary, that can
help you discover and govern privacy
data, and KPI templates for regulatory
reporting.
They support both the General Data
Protection Regulation1 (GDPR) and
California Consumer Privacy Act2 (CCPA)
which can help organizations ensure that
their enterprise data architecture is able
to provide the necessary data artifacts to
report on data protection issues. They
can help to determine and define which
personal data types your business uses.
With the introduction of the GDPR and
its enforcement from 25 May 2018 and
the CCPA implementation date expected
in January 2020, a new balance is being
created between commercial interests
and consumer rights around personal
and sensitive data. All individuals
possess personal data that may be
shared with organizations, customers

during transactions, employees at work,
and business partners under contract.
A new approach to the data-value
exchange is being built by leading data
driven organizations, which helps to
access and control by data subjects while
supporting core business processes with
sustainable, governed data flows.
Data protection regulations such as
GDPR and CCPA require a comprehensive
review of data processing activities, the
outcome of which should empower data
subjects and consumers in the access
and use of their data and help tighten
data management controls for the
business.
In understanding the implications of
collecting and processing personal data,
it is imperative to understand both the
ways in which data is collected within an
organization, and how it is used.

1 Notice: Clients are responsible for ensuring their own compliance with various laws and regulations, including the European Union General Data Protection Regulation.
Clients are solely responsibility for obtaining advice of competent legal counsel as to the identification and interpretation of any relevant laws and regulations that may
affect the clients’ business and any actions the clients may need to take to comply with such laws and regulations. The products, services, and other capabilities described
herein are not suitable for all client situations and may have restricted availability. IBM does not provide legal, accounting or auditing advice or represent or warrant that its
services or products will ensure that clients are in compliance with any law or regulation.
2 Notice: CCPA is available with IBM Banking Financial Market Warehouse products, IBM Banking Process and Service models products and IBM Insurance Information
Warehouse Model products only.
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By providing an industry-specific
enterprise vocabulary, which has
been extended to include support for
GDPR and CCPA, the Models can help
accelerate
data discovery, support
governance projects by creating a
complete mapping and inventory of
personal and privacy data and defensible
record of processing of personal data
across the business.

Personal Data
Personal data can be defined as any
information relating to an identified or
identifiable natural person. In addition
to the obvious names, account numbers
and other explicit identifiers, it also
includes online identifiers, such as
IP addresses and cookies if they are
capable of being linked back to the data
subject.
It also includes indirect information,
which might describe physical,
physiological, genetic, health, economic,
cultural, or social identities that can be
traced back to a specific individual.
There is no distinction between personal
data about an individual in their private,

public, or work roles – all are covered by
these regulations.
Data flows across organizations from
every business process and channel as
well as from the external sources, via
digital marketing, distribution partners,
and other market contact points. If your
business model is fundamentally based
around this flow of personal information,
then understanding the composition and
us of the data is essential. Mapping the
types of data information, the consent
that has been given for the use of that
data by whom, the activities carried
out on the data and the risks that are
associated with the data will all need to
be considered.
It is important that you develop a
well defined catalog of information of
personal data sources. IBM Industry
Models can facilitate your development
of enterprise vocabularies and reference
data architectures, and business
practices.
It is important to encourage a
standardized approach to information
governance to provide structure and
understanding within your organization
about data integration.

Integration of all of these data sets to
create a 360-degree view is poised
to become a key enabler - creating a
single customer view that you can use
to access, control, correct or extract
their personal data as required by the
Regulation, while forming the foundation
for future data driven value creation.
It also helps you ensure that appropriate
information lifecycle management can
be applied including, if requested and
legitimate, erasure of a customer’s
record.
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New Approaches
IBM Industry Models supports your
adoption of the additional concepts and
requirements that are needed to ensure
the appropriate management of data for
the implementation of Data Privacy and
Protection solutions. The expansions and
enhancements in data governance that
GDPR and CCPA introduces need careful
handling.
Data protection directives exist in many
jurisdictions but since they have been
introduced everything has changed –
the types of data being created, the
processes that are used to capture and
govern it, the systems that are used to
manage, analyze, and deploy it.
Data is more personal - Expanded
definitions of personal data to cover
anything that can identify an individual,
or household, such as where they are
(location), what content or apps they are
consuming (behavior), what device they
are using (device ID).

Unstructured data, such as customer
comments, reviews, blog posts, customer
service notes, account management
emails, even internal messaging, also
needs to be governed.
More access and consent - In addition
to existing rights, such as access and
rectification there are enhanced rights,
including the ability to withhold or
withdraw consent, to move personal data
to another provider and even to request
that their data is erased. In the case
of CCPA, consent is opt-in by default
i.e. the consent is presumed unless the
consumers request to opt out. There are
more stringent rules regarding consent
for minors that need to be considered.
Data, everywhere - Under GDPR,
European Union data subjects can expect
these rights to be protected regardless
of where their data is held or processed.
When data is transferred outside the EU,
these rights follow, so moving personal

data between territories needs to be
done with care. Under CCPA, these
obligations are based on whether the
consumer is a Californian resident, but
it also ensures the privacy of former
residents of California.
New data duties - A range of new
requirements have been introduced,
most notably obligations in certain
circumstances, e.g. under GDPR to
have a Data Protection Officer or under
CCPA to have a designated method for
submitting data access requests. Across
the enterprise, organisations need to
adopt new data governance strategies
and follow a risk-based approach to avoid
data breaches and any incorrect use of
personal data.
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Key Concepts of GDPR Readiness
There are five main concepts you
should be aware of when it comes to
understanding your GDPR obligations.
Rights
Rights that will apply to all EU data
subjects in the appropriate
circumstances include rights to be
informed, access, rectification, erasure,
restriction of processing, portability, and
objection.
Your organization will also be required to
make it easy for customers to understand
what their rights are when it comes
to their personal data, and to comply
quickly with any rights requests they
might make.
We believe that one important step
you can take to help meet these
requirements is to maintain data quality.
Identifying redundant, obsolete, and
trivial data and disposing of it promptly
can help you reduce costs and risks,
in addition to helping with your GDPR
readiness.

Any data that remains once you’ve done
this should be kept readily available in a
usable format across both structured and
unstructured data sources; of course,
this is subject to your responsibilities
under GDPR principles such as data
minimization and storage limitation.
IBM Industry Models can help users to
create, manage, and share an enterprise
vocabulary and classification system in a
central catalog. Users can then use this
vocabulary in their various governance
projects, including GDPR.
The Models have been extended to
include rights of data subjects.
Consent
IBM Industry Models have also been
extended to include support for Consent,
including Parental Consent which is also
required for CCPA.
A key part of the regulation requires
consent to be given by the individual
whose data is held.

Organizations will need to be able
to show how and when consent was
obtained and for what purposes with
which processors.
The data that is obtained must be
for specific, explicit, and legitimate
purposes. Individuals must be able to
withdraw consent at any time and have a
right to erasure, if that data is no longer
required for the reasons for which it was
collected, and it must be erased.
In order to address all these issues, your
organization should consider adopting a
consent management system, supported
by activities that could be considered
best practices, including implementing
workflow tracking and instituting a single
source of truth.
The Models have also been designed
to help create an enterprise data store,
warehouse, or data lake that can act as a
single source of truth.
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IBM Industry Models can be used to
document the lineage of fields from
applications, reports or data warehouses
back to an organizations source systems.
The glossary unifies and describes
key GDPR terminology in relation to
the rest of the organizations business
information to help data controllers and
processors promote data governance by
establishing information responsibility
and accountability.
Security of Personal Data
IBM Industry Models have been
extended with support for Data
Protection Impact Assessment, Personal
Data Breach and Breach Notification.
Companies must report breaches of
personal data management “leading to
the accidental or unlawful destruction,
loss, alteration, unauthorized
disclosure of, or access to, personal
data transmitted, stored, or otherwise
processed”. In the event of a personal
data breach, organizations must notify
the appropriate supervisory authority
“without undue delay and, where
feasible, not later than 72 hours after
having become aware of it” if the breach
is likely to “result in a risk for the rights
and freedoms of individuals”.

It is also helpful to consider pre-incident
measures that could help reduce the
probability that a potentially damaging
breach could occur in the first place.
Techniques that you could use to
accomplish this that are specifically
mentioned in the GDPR and include
minimization, pseudonymization, and
encryption.
You could also consider relying on
information governance disciplines,
including defensible disposal, to reduce
the amount of personal data you have
that might be at risk.
Data protection impact assessments
examine the potential risks associated
with various types of data processing for
specific purposes. These assessments
should be carried out repeatedly by
organizations as the risk landscape
is continually evolving; as are the
underlying purpose and pursuits of data
analysis within the organisation.
Personal data breaches document
any actual or suspected incidents
where the organization’s personal
data management may have been
compromised.

Breach notifications document the
reporting of data breaches to the
organization, relevant parties including
regulatory authorities and, where
necessary, the data subjects involved in
the data breach.
Support has also been extended to
include prospective action plans that
describe the risk measures taken or
planned to be taken in order to address
the risk or breach and risk assessments.
Accountability of Compliance
IBM Industry Models have also
been extended to include support
for Certification Mechanisms, Data
Processing Activities such as collection,
disclosure, erasure, profiling, retrieval,
storage, transfer, and Data Processing
Purposes such as archiving, marketing,
journalistic, scientific, and statistical.
Organizations should be able to
demonstrate compliance with the GDPR
principles relating to personal data.
Mechanisms to assist with providing
this proof include carrying out data
protection impact assessments, adhering
to codes of conduct and proactively
seeking certification through approved
mechanisms.
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Article 30 of the GDPR describes
records of processing activities, which
are generally recognized as a form of
data mapping specific to the GDPR,
and can help with your organization’s
accountability.
These records should ideally be managed
in a proactive manner with appropriate
tools, avoiding static and siloed
spreadsheets, which tend to offer only
limited insight and can quickly become
outdated.

Data Protection by Design and Default
Data controllers must implement
technical and organizational measures
demonstrating compliance with GDPR
core principles, ensuring the rights of
data subjects are met and that only
data necessary for the specific purpose
is processed. Data minimization is
specifically mentioned as part of the
integration of necessary safeguards into
processing. Similarly, only personal data
necessary for the specific purposes of a
processing activity should be processed.

Under the statute, consideration is given
to this data throughout its lifecycle, from
collection to disposal, with a particular
focus on limiting accessibility to people
other than the data subject. Thinking
about the personal data you handle is
key to this concept. For unstructured
data, organizations should make it
their goal to syndicate, instrument and
enforce policies regarding the mapping,
management and security of personal
data.

Figure 1. Create an effective GDPR roadmap using IBM Industry Models to help define, discover and classify Personal Data
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Key Concepts of CCPA Readiness
The checklist of tasks required for CCPA
is comparable to that of other regulations
such as GDPR and includes:
• Discover, map and inventory
of personal data and relevant
processing activities related to
California residents
• Implement processes to manage
consumer rights including customer
access rights requests
• Implement good governance and
accountability practices where
consumers understand their
rights and where roles within
the organisation or third parties
understand their obligations.
• Share straightforward procedures,
with consumers, whether standard
or personalized to Californians, like
providing consumers the ability to
opt out of processing of their data
based on processing purposes e.g.
the sale of their data.
• Use risk assessment in your
organization so teams know the
essential actions they need to take
to be ready for the CCPA.

•

There are differences between the
regimes around the types of rules,
the parameters to be applied e.g.
time periods after notification of a
breach and some of the processes
that apply or the types of roles e.g.
data controller. There is however
significant alignment between the
types of personal data and the
types of activities that need to be
governed. It should be noted that
there is significant overlap between
the terms in the supportive content
for GDPR and CPPA and their
corresponding mapping to core
business terms in the glossary.

Quick-reference guide to global
regulations
Changing regulations around the world
can have major effects on organizations
and how data is managed. To have the
best chance of regulatory compliance, it’s
important that you understand how data
moves through your business.

Global Regulation Timeline
2012

Data Privacy Act (DPA) Philippines
Personal Information
Protection Act (PIPA) South
Korea
Personal Data Protection Act
(PDPA) Singapore

2018

Protection of Personal Information Act (POPI) South Africa
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) European Union

2020

California Consumer Privacy
Act (CCPA) California, United
States

Beyond Momentum Data Protection
Acts3
3 Notice: Momentum Data Protection Acts (MDPA) are part of a global
movement where countries create data privacy parameters to meet specific
needs. Brazil, India, Australia, Hong Kong SAR of the PRC and US states like
Colorado, Vermont, Iowa, Nebraska and Illinois are developing guidelines that
expand on GDPR.
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Key areas:
• Personal data—what’s included in it
and where it’s located, organized by
category
• Processing activities of that personal
data, organized by use
• Retention period of saved personal
data
• Responses to consumer access
rights requests
• Security precautions—taking
measures to develop a security-rich
infrastructure to protect personal
data while it’s in your custody
• Data minimization—reduce the
amount of data that you initially
collect and how long you retain it
While industry models provide coverage
for GDPR and CCPA only and do not
explicitly support the other regulations,
it is worth noting that all of the key areas
described above are relevant for CCPA
and GDPR and therefore this content
could provide a solid foundation for data
protection and privacy requirements and
enterprise governance more generally.
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IBM Industry Models Overview
IBM Industry Models are a family of
business and technical models that
accelerate the understanding of the
universe of information that is used,
created and manipulated during the
operation of an organization, to meet
industry-specific business requirements.
Making more informed decisions faster
can make the difference between
surviving and thriving in an increasingly
competitive marketplace. Organizations
need to respond to new challenges,
manage risk, and comply with the
requirements of new directives and
regulatory demands, including GDPR and
CCPA.
In order to help organizations to
manage their increasing regulatory and
compliance challenges, IBM Industry
Models provide the combination of
expertise in modeling techniques with
deep industry knowledge and experience.
They provide a business focus on a given
topic and act as a common reference by
which existing sources of information can
be understood.

Figure 2. IBM Industry Model components
** Note CCPA Support is available for Banking and Insurance models Only
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IBM Industry Models can help you as you
govern and monitor the constitution of
your information, assess what customer
data you have, what you’re using it
for and consider how you can interact
with individual customers, clients, or
third parties. This is crucial for offering
transparency that is demanded from
GDPR and CCPA.
IBM Industry Models provides a
comprehensive vocabulary of industry
terms, including GDPR, which can help
you identify and classify personal data
within the organization according to type:
identifying, sensitive, data concerning
health.
For example, they describe the consent
agreement particularly relevant for GDPR
(including parental consent) between
a data subject and the controller which
describes the type of data, for what
purposes and with whom it may be used.
The types of processing activities and
their purpose can be aligned with the
consent agreement to ensure correct and
proper data management.
These terms also help identify the
rights of the data subjects, for example
data subject request rights, as well as

processing activities.
Ensuring that mandatory time limits for
response are adhered to, the rights of the
data subject are captured in the activities
and communications those individuals
have with all parties involved in the
GDPR.
Subsequent activities including
responses, objectives and results can
also be described. Any breaches in the
data management can be recorded
and continual assessment in the Data
Protection Impact Assessment ensures
ongoing review and adjustment of data
management activities.

the value of information and empower
its usage. Data governance is a critical
aspect of delivering quality data for
analytical and integration projects.
It clearly identifies the domain,
ownership and meaning of information
with efficient procedures and policies.
It also helps enable IT to meet increasing
demands for self-service data and
accessibility.

Accelerate data governance and
provide insight to business
A well-defined catalog of information
is required to understand the current
information landscape and assess the
potential impact of regulatory changes.

Increase accountability with integrated
metadata
Knowing the origin of data and what
happens to it as it moves through
numerous systems across the enterprise
is fundamental to establishing
documentation of the completeness and
correctness of that data. Data validation
and traceability can be an important
factor in preparing for regulations such
as the GDPR. These regulatory and
compliance rules require companies to
verify the accuracy, history and origin of
their information.

It is important to encourage a
standardized approach to information
governance to provide structure and
understanding within your organization
about data integration. This can increase

Dissemination of subject matter
expertise
It can be difficult to combine the
knowledge of every part of the business
in one place. IBM Industry Models

IBM Industry Models can help:
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encapsulate this subject matter
knowledge into a hierarchy of concepts,
capturing industry knowledge and
clarifying key concepts such as roles,
products, contracts and their influence
and interaction with each other.
IBM Industry Model components include:
Business Vocabulary
Business Terms
Business Terms help non-technical
business experts describe and define,
in terminology they are familiar with,
the concepts they use every day. Clearly
defined business terms, in a structured
glossary model, help standardization of
terminology and communication within
an organization. Mappings to the other
models make it possible to create a
common, enterprise-wide picture of
the data requirements and to transform
these requirements into IT data
structures.
Supportive Content
Supportive Content is a representation
of domain-specific terminology in a
structure that allows it to be mapped to
the data models. The domain-specific
terminology can be external and

internal terms from business standards,
taxonomies, regulatory documents,
dictionaries, applications and other such
requirements.
This helps business users and other
subject matter experts understand
how and where their business terms or
subject-specific regulatory terminology,
is supported in the underlying models.
Analytical Requirements
Analytical Requirements reflect the
most common queries and analyses for
business performance measurement
and reporting, while supporting other
analytical functions, such as ad hoc
reporting and decision support. They
help with the scoping and prototyping
of data marts, which provide a subject
specific analytical layer in a data
warehouse solution.
Design Models
Business Data Model (BDM)
The BDM, available for all industries
except Banking, represents the essential
entities and relationships of an industry.
It includes common design constructs
that can be transformed into separate
models for dedicated purposes, such

as an operational data store, data
warehouses and data marts. The BDM
is the first point at which the various
business requirements are brought
together and modeled in an entity
relationship format.
Atomic Warehouse Model (AWM)
The AWM is the design for the structures
to store the consolidated enterprise
information. It is derived from the
Business Terms and so provides
traceability from business terminology
onto the technical assets. It is optimized
as a data repository that can hold long
term history across all lines of business.
It provides the data design support
that is needed to create a uniform
model of the enterprise level business
requirements as specific, flexible and
efficient structures dedicated to the longterm storage of historical information.
Dimensional Warehouse Model (DWM)
The DWM is a design model that is
derived from the Business Terms and the
Analytical Requirements and provides an
optimized data repository for supporting
analytical queries.
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Process and Service Models
For banking and financial markets, IBM
also offers the Banking Process and
Service Models (BPS), a content-rich
set of models that provide pre-defined
analysis and design level processes and
services, used to ensure consistency and
reuse of processes and activities within
the organization and can help enable
more consistency and reuse in the
creation of services.
BPS has been updated to support
the GDPR and CCPA and can help
organizations ensure their enterprise
process and services architecture has
design artefacts available to capture,
process and report on data protection
issues.
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IBM Industry Model Enhancements for Data Privacy and Protection
IBM Industry Models were updated to
include additional specific support for
the key concepts of the data privacy and
protection, as part of the GDPR content
enhancements. This also provides
support for CCPA.
Examples of enhanced or new concepts
include1:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Personal Data Breach
Data Breach Notifications
Controller & Processor Contracts
Consent & Parental Consent
Transfers of Personal Data
Data Protection Impact Assessment
Personal Data – for example
identifiers, convictions, locations,
preferences
• Sensitive Data – for example
biometric, health, genetic, political

• Data Processing Activities and
Requests – for example collection,
disclosure, erasure, profiling,
retrieval, storage, transfer
• Data Processing Purpose – for
example archiving, marketing,
journalistic, scientific, statistical
• Rights of Data Subjects – for example
access, compensation, portability,
erasure, complaints, obtaining copy,
rectification, restrictions, withdrawal
of consent
• Roles – for example data subject,
data controller, data processor,
data protection officer, supervisory
authority, national accreditation
body, recipients

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Data Breach Analysis
Data Discovery Analysis
Data Processing Activity Analysis
Data Protection Readiness Analysis
Data Protection Risk Assessment and
Audit Analysis
Data Subject Access Request
Analysis
Data Subject Agreement Status
Analysis
Governed Data Cost Analysis
Governed Data Revenue Analysis

IBM Industry Models are customizable
and extensible using data modeling
tools so each organization can tailor
them to suit their businesses specific
requirements.

Analytical requirements1 were originated
from GDPR content enhancements but
may also apply to other regulations and
these include the following:

1 IBM Industry Models refers to the following IBM products:
- IBM Banking and Financial Markets Data Warehouse
- IBM Insurance Information Warehouse
- IBM Data Model for Energy and Utilities
- IBM Banking Process & Service models
- IBM Unified Data Model for Healthcare

1 IBM Industry Models refers to the following IBM products:
- IBM Banking and Financial Markets Data Warehouse
- IBM Insurance Information Warehouse
- IBM Data Model for Energy and Utilities
- IBM Banking Process & Service models
- IBM Unified Data Model for Healthcare
GDPR support may differ between products. For further details refer to the following documents:
- IBM Banking and Financial Markets Data Warehouse General Information Manual (IMB14142-USEN)
- IBM Insurance Information Warehouse General Information Manual (IMB14145-USEN)
- IBM Data Model for Energy & Utilities General Information Manual (IMB14176-USEN)
- IBM Banking Process & Service Models General Information Manual (IMB14143-USEN)
- IBM Unified Data Model for Healthcare General Information Manual (IMW14806-USEN)
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Processes and Services
To support both CCPA and GDPR, the
Banking Process and Service Models
contain over 20 business process
templates, and associated service
definitions that help to implement
personal data privacy and protection
support. The BPS models also define and
highlight hundreds of fine-grained tasks
that relate to personal data processing,
relevant to both CCPA and GDPR, and
data definitions derived from the Banking
and Financial Markets Vocabulary.

Figure 3. Processes relating to Personal Data Privacy and Protection
** Note GDPR and CCPA Support is available for Banking Process and Service Models only
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Using IBM Industry Models to support Data Protection and Privacy regulations
In order to understand how Data
protection and privacy rules such as
GDPR impact them, and in meeting
the stated disclosure objectives of
these regulations, many organizations
are undertaking detailed analysis
to extract the critical business data
elements and key measures from these
detailed documents. This can be a
time-consuming exercise as many of
the documents relating to the rules are
extensive.
The IBM Industry Models represent the
GDPR and CCPA as Supportive Content,
which is organized as a set of terms to
reflect the chapters in the legislation,
to help navigate the legislation and
break it down into meaningful pieces of
information.
It can be used as a bridge between sets
of information requirements sets of
concepts that can be used to represent
the information that is typically required
and used in any organization within that
industry.
Supportive Content terms are mapped
to the Business Terms. This allows the
information needs of the legislation

to be understood in broader, more
neutral terms. As the Business
Terms are also mapped with respect
to other regulations, if previously
evaluated, it allows the user to broaden
the understanding of information
requirements and assess overlap with
other regulatory or business concerns.
Supportive Content terms are also
mapped to design elements of the
logical design models (AWM and DWM,
and in the case of some industries, the
analysis model, BDM). This helps the
user understand the data structures that
can be used to support the information
requirements.
This may reflect the logical design of
existing, implemented systems or can
form the design for new data repositories
that need to be built.
This mapping also facilitates a gap
analysis to help determine the level
of coverage for the new/revised
requirements, and to inform IT
development and data remediation
strategies, if required. The consolidated
mapping also allows for the identification

of reuse so existing solutions and
requirements can be leveraged into
support for new regulatory initiatives.
Where the IBM Industry Models are used
within a governance tool, such as IBM
InfoSphere® Information Governance
Catalog, the Business Terms form a
semantic map of the information assets
in the organization. In other words, given
a Business Term such as ‘customer’, the
governance capabilities of the tool allow
the user to understand all information
assets (databases, files and reports)
where the information exists. So, the
path from the Supportive Content,
representing the legislative terms,
to the Business Terms points to the
logical and physical location of where
that information is stored within the
organization.
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GDPR Content in Industry Models
GDPR content represented in industry
models as follows
•

Document terminology identified
and included as Document Terms

•

Structure of the document
represented as articles linked to
business terms

•

GDPR Terminology mapped to
industry terms in the glossary

The scope of business terms supports
the mappings of information assets and
in the development and design of a data
warehouse solution for reporting on data
privacy and protection.

Figure 4. GDPR Terminology in the Industry Models
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CCPA Content in Industry Models
CCPA content represented in industry
models as follows
•

Document terminology identified
and included as Document Terms

•

Structure of the document
represented as document sections
linked to business terms

•

CCPA Terminology mapped to
industry terms in the glossary

Similar to the GDPR content, the
scope of business terms supports the
mappings of information assets and in
the development and design of a data
warehouse solution for reporting on data
privacy and protection.

Figure 5. CCPA Terminology in the Industry Models
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Conclusion
Readiness for Data Privacy and
Protection requirements is a process
that can be complex, challenging and
costly, but it’s also necessary. In addition
to the simple fact that it helps you avoid
potential penalties, GDPR and CCPA
readiness can now be considered a
cost of doing business when it comes
to successfully conducting business
interacting within the European Union
and/or with EU data subjects or when
conducting business with Californian
residents.
Complying with the GDPR and CCPA is
also a great way to gain the confidence of

your customers and employees, increase
visibility and understanding around your
business, make quality data available
to every business user, become more
efficient, and potentially identify new
revenue-generating opportunities. The
benefits of this readiness are just as
good a reason to act as the risks of not
complying.
IBM Industry Models provides a design
solution for the terminology and data
design requirements to support client
Data privacy and protection efforts. They
isolate and represent the distinct data
terms from GDPR and CCPA in an easily

navigable structure which clearly relates
each term to the enterprise terminology,
translating the regulatory context into
how it would be more commonly known
across the organization.
Supporting the domain-specific GDPR
/ CCPA and enterprise glossary, is the
design for an enterprise-wide data
warehouse which details what data
should be stored and how it should
be stored in a pattern that facilitates
both aggregated and ad hoc reporting,
supporting long term scalability.
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